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Chapter 526  

 

Dean and Casey stepped aside to allow a puzzled Nash into the ICU. The last time he went to the 

Duersons’ residence, he saw Kai leaving the place in a miserable state. It indicated that his relationship 

with Duncan had already been severed.  

 

Moreover, he had suffered inhuman torture while at their place.  

 

Yet, Duncan appeared to be more concerned than anyone else now that Kai had gotten into an accident. 

Was he putting on a facade in front of Walter or trying to conceal something from him?  

 

For a moment, Nash could not figure Duncan out. However, what he. was certain of was that Duncan 

had come to visit Kai, and it was like a fox visiting a chicken. He certainly had no good intentions.  

 

In the icy ICU was Kai covered with a white sheet. The heart rate monitor next to him had been 

displaying a straight line for an hour.  

 

Nash walked over and uncovered the white sheet, revealing a face that had been disfigured by glass. The 

once unrivaled heir of Jonford had now ended up in this state. Would all this have happened if he had 

not provoked Nash?  

 

Nash reached out and touched Kai’s carotid artery, attempting to stimulate a pulse with true energy. 

There was no response.  

 

“Needles.”  

 

Nash decided to stimulate Kai’s heartbeat using a needle. As long as  

 

the heart could start again, even if it was just one beat, there would  

 

be hope to save him.  



 

Casey took out à needle from a medical kit and handed it to Nash.  

 

Nash looked at the nurses and said, “Everyone else, please leave.”  

 

Dean immediately reiterated, “The rest of you, please leave!”  

 

The nurses left the ICU with great disappointment.  

 

Nash took out the silver needles and pierced the pressure points right. in a line in the middle of Kai’s 

chest until only the last few were left. A faint golden light would emanate from his eyes from time to 

time.  

 

Every organ and blood vessel in Kai’s body was clearly displayed through his Third Eye. He noted the 

man’s multiple organ failures. -There were cracks less than five millimeters wide on each of his five 

major organs. From a medical perspective, Kai was as dead as he could be due to cardiovascular 

blockage.  

 

Nash furrowed his brows and examined Kai’s brain.  

 

His brain was severely damaged with many clots of blood inside the cranial cavity. This was going to be a 

tough case. They might as well just send the body to the crematorium, but Nash did not stop his  

 

efforts.  

 

One by one, he inserted silver needles into Kai’s already tough skin and sent a large amount of true 

energy through them to stimulate the  

 

pressure points.  

 

“More needles!”  



 

Nash quickly exhausted Casey’s set of needles. While it had been  

 

quite a comprehensive set with 108 needles, it was still far from  

 

enough.  

 

Casey anxiously said, “I-I’m out of needles!”  

 

Dean immediately went to the traditional medicine department to  

 

fetch more needles. He returned shortly with three new sets of silver  

 

needles.  

 

Nash continued to insert needles into the body. The immense  

 

consumption of vital energy made his forehead gradually break out in  

 

a sweat.  

 

Casey brought a clean towel and wiped away the beads of sweat that were about to fall into Nash’s 

eyes. His hand trembled at the golden  

 

light flickering in Nash’s eyes.  

 

The grandmaster was truly a divine being!  

 



Time passed, minute after minute. In the blink of an eye, an hour had gone by while Kai’s heart 

remained dead. Casey touched Kai’s skin and noticed that his body temperature was unchanged. 

Though it  

 

was still far from normal, at least it was not decreasing. 


